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ABSTRACT
“Painting, Gilding, Glazing, etc.”
This paper uses newspaper advertisements to describe house painters who
worked in Virginia between 1760 and 1840. Virginia house painters were a
varied group, many from England or of British descent, who began their trade
in America as journeymen and masters, convict servants, indentured servants,
or apprentices. Among them, enslaved blacks and Indians also practiced the
trade. At a basic level, house painters were men with the knowledge to make
paint and execute elaborate decorative finishes. From that commonality,
however, the skills and services painters offered diverged, especially when
they competed with one another and consequently added to their skill sets.
Fashion dictated the decorative techniques painters offered, such as graining,
marbling, jappanning, and gilding, but they also included other services like
sign painting and picture frame making. House painting in Virginia was never a
truly defined profession. The trade existed because knowledge and skills were
required to make and artistically apply paint, but it continued to be practiced by
men from a variety of social positions, sometimes from different trades, who
supplemented their work with diverse skills and services.
“Shad, Herring, and Slavery in the Chesapeake Bay and Albemarle Sound”
Before the late nineteenth century, millions of shad and herring swam up rivers
in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina during March and April. These fish,
caught in huge quantities, provided food for people living near these rivers,
especially poor farmers. Despite their subsistence use, shad and herring were
tightly connected with slavery. Enslaved people in the West Indies produced
the salt to preserve them. Plantation owners near the Chesapeake and
Albemarle Sound took advantage of the reliable protein source, and forced
enslaved workers to haul in the fish. This catch, salted and preserved for
months, composed rations for slaves, as well as a source of income for the
planters because they sold excess fish to other plantations in southern
America and the West Indies. Thus, even at the subsistence level, these fish
could not be divorced from the economics of the Atlantic world. Shad and
herring in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina were an integral food and
commodity, but within the broader economic structure, they were a tool for the
perpetuation of slavery.
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INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY
When I began my M.A. at William & Mary, I had just spent the past year
and a half working at two plantations in Virginia. One of my positions had been
in historic preservation, and planning to continue working in that field after
graduation, I wanted to focus my research on the history of architecture and
interiors in Virginia. During my first semester, I fulfilled that goal by writing
about Virginia house painters, but my research turned towards fish in the
Atlantic World during the second semester.
While working at Woodlawn and Mount Vernon, I became interested in
faux wood graining, and began studying the topic over the summer in
preparation for my first research seminar. I photographed faux graining in
other eighteenth and early nineteenth buildings in Virginia and read several
books on paint. My plan had been to discover why this technique had been so
popular, and what attitudes people of different social orders had towards
imitating expensive finishes. When I brought the idea to Nicholas Popper,
however, he encouraged me to choose a variation of that topic because it
likely would result in a paper too short for the course. Based on my research
on painting in general, I decided to learn more about the painters who created
this faux graining. What training did they have? Were they itinerant? What
skills and abilities did they possess? Did those change as styles evolved?
I discussed my ideas with Carl Lounsbury who put me in contact with
paint analyst, Susan Buck. She and architectural historian Edward Chappell
1

gave me several secondary sources and suggested that I study newspaper
advertisements. Consequently, the majority of my time I spent culling through
newspaper databases. This task proved more difficult than I initially expected,
but once I determined the best search terms, thousands of results appeared.
Throughout research for this paper, I frequently grappled with my
overall lack of knowledge of architecture and finishes, as well as life and labor
in eighteenth century Virginia. Very few secondary sources exist regarding my
specific topic, so I relied heavily on primary sources. Unfortunately that
resulted in my lack of knowledge of broader concepts. Research was overly
time-consuming, and were I to do it over, I would have started with more
secondary literature, whether it was directly related to my topic or not.
Due to the struggles I faced with acquiring context and basic knowledge
throughout my fall semester, I decided to choose a topic for my spring paper
which I had a stronger background studying. Unfortunately that did mean
moving away from architecture, but I continued researching Virginia. While at
Mount Vernon I had learned about Washington’s shad and herring fisheries on
the Potomac River. I had been fascinated by the connections between slavery
in Virginia and in the West Indies, and planned to focus on the Potomac
specifically.
As can be expected, my topic expanded significantly as I learned that
North Carolina shad and herring fisheries had been part of the same
interconnected systems of enslavement. I found more secondary sources
2

related to these fisheries than to the Virginia ones, most likely due to the lack
of records from the plantations in Virginia. Fabrίcio Prado helped me to locate
secondary sources, and I was excited to be writing a paper more closely
aligned with the course’s focus than before.
Primary sources for my fisheries paper turned out to be more difficult to
find than secondary sources. Narratives by enslaved people, plantation
records from Mount Vernon, and a handful of letters composed the majority of
primary sources. I wished that I had been able to access plantation records
from North Carolina plantations. Unfortunately by the time I reached the point
at which I had identified specific plantations, covid-19 had struck, so that
research was impossible. These sources may have helped me pinpoint the
exact locations from which plantations obtained salt, and to where they
exported their fish. It would have changed my paper significantly because I
could have been more specific and discussed change over time. While many
factors in my chosen time period remained static, salt and exportation did not.
Moving forward, I would like to revise these papers to attempt to publish
them, especially the second piece. Regarding the first paper, one of my
biggest disappointments was its lack of a strong argument. I believe that if I
delved deeper into secondary literature, I would feel more confident about
arguing something stronger. Organization is also messy because I tried to
incorporate a lot of information. Despite its dismal qualities, there is hope for
publishing. I sent it to Kirsten Moffitt, the paint and materials analyst at
3

Colonial Williamsburg, who after years in the field said she was able to learn
from the paper. While the future is uncertain during a pandemic, my course is
still set on working in preservation, and that paper will more specifically apply
to my career field. Nevertheless, the fisheries paper helped me learn more
about trade and slavery in the Atlantic World, which are key components in the
histories of many buildings in the U.S.

“Painting, Gilding, Glazing, etc.” House Painters in Virginia 17601840
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“House, Ship, and every description of Ornamental Carving, Gilding, Bronzing,
and Enameling on Glass; Picture or looking Glass Frames Re-gilded, etc. The
subscriber respectfully informs his friends and the public in general, that he
has commenced the above Branches in all their variety, and is now prepared
to execute any orders he may be favored with, at his residence, on Fairfax
Street…” – Charles Green 1
House painting is not an absolute necessity, and in early colonial
Virginia, most houses remained unpainted. As wealth increased, however,
more colonials not only wanted to protect buildings from the elements, but
could afford to have their houses painted. The number of advertisements
appearing in the Virginia Gazette by people offering their house painting
services gradually increased over the eighteenth century, and reached their
pinnacle near the beginning of the nineteenth century when ornamental
painting was incredibly popular. Virginia house painters were a varied group,
many from England or of British descent, who began their trade in America as
journeymen and masters, convict servants, indentured servants, or
apprentices. Among them, enslaved blacks and Indians also practiced the
trade. The group was also varied in the abilities its members possessed.
House painting became a somewhat more specialized trade around the time
of the American Revolution, transitioning from a supplementary skill for a
carpenter or other craftsman to a distinct trade. At a basic level, house
Charles Green, Alexandria Gazette, October 21, 1839.
The newspaper for the City of Alexandria changed names multiple times during the early
nineteenth century. Throughout the citations of this paper appear the names Phenix Gazette,
Alexandria Gazette, Alexandria Daily Advertiser, Alexandria Gazette and Daily Advertiser,
Alexandria Gazette, Commercial and Political, as well as The Columbian Mirror and
Alexandria Gazette. They all refer to the same paper. For ease of communication, however, if
the name of the newspaper is used in the text, it will be referred to as the Alexandria Gazette.
1
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painters were men with the knowledge to make paint and execute elaborate
decorative finishes. From that commonality, however, the skills and services
painters offered diverged, especially when painters competed with one
another and consequently added to their skill sets. Fashion dictated the
decorative techniques they offered, such as graining, marbling, jappanning,
and gilding, but they also offered other services like sign painting and picture
frame making. House painting in Virginia was never a truly defined profession.
The trade existed because knowledge and skills were required to make and
artistically apply paint, but it continued to be practiced by men from a variety of
social positions, sometimes from different trades, who supplemented their
work with diverse skills and services.
A handful of historians while working on their PhDs in the 1970s and
1980s began changing the focus of architectural history. The dissertations of
historians such as Roger Moss and Dell Upton discuss architecture of the
common people, as well as the people responsible for that architecture.
Turning away from great white men’s architecture and architectural design, the
focus on common people has continued well into the twenty-first century with
tomes such as The Chesapeake House, which serves as a key text for
preservationists in the region. Early American house painters have briefly
made their appearance in such architectural history volumes. Some of the
most descriptive writings on them have included works by Abbott Lowell
Cummings and Richard M. Candee in Paint in America: The Colors of Historic
6

Buildings, and by Nina Fletcher Little in American Decorative Wall Painting
1700-1850. Both of these pieces, however, focus on New England because
evidence of colonial painters is far more extensive in Boston than elsewhere in
the colonies. Although Little discusses American decorative house painting in
general, she includes an appendix with short biographies of painters in New
England set under headings such as “Painters of Scenic Frescoes and Subject
Pieces” or “Wall Stencilers.” Her focus is more on the decorative elements
than the basic painting, which results in a focus on New England itinerant
painters. Virginia house painters, while certainly sharing many similarities with
those of New England in their practices, worked with the added dimensions of
convict servants and a plantation society which included enslaved painters.
Partly because of the low social statuses of these men, Virginia painters are
indeed more elusive than those of New England, and newspaper
advertisements provide one of the surest methods of locating them.
This study builds on established research of the houses of Virginia
gentry, and explains what this can say about the people who created those
paint schemes. In contrast, Little, Cummings, and Candee have not made
painters the primary subjects of their work, but study the men in order to learn
more about interiors and the application of various types of paint. This study
will emulate Roger Moss’ “Master Builders: A History of the Colonial
Philadelphia Building Trades” where he stated, “I have kept men, not

7

buildings, in the foreground.” 2 It will begin by examining the basic qualities of
house painters in Virginia, such as the definition of their work, while examining
briefly the extent to which the paint trade depended on hand making paint.
The house painting trade, and the skills of people involved in it, evolved in
tandem with changes in the interiors of homes for the gentry, and the next
section of the paper is devoted to this evolution. House painters competed
with one another and increased their skills and services in response to this
competition, which leads to the third section, dealing with this aspect of the
trade until the 1840s. A brief overview of the turn in the trade during the rest of
the nineteenth century follows this.

Basic Characteristics of House Painters
In the midst of a variety of social positions and services, house painters
shared specific traits – namely, gender, the definition of their practice, and the
dangers of their work. While it is certainly possible that women engaged in
house painting in Virginia, women are consistently difficult to track down
regarding trades in Early America. Female painters produced none of the
newspaper advertisements, and requests for apprentices specifically ask for
boys. This could potentially be due to the dangerous aspects of the trade,
because female apprentices typically worked for or as tradespeople such as
tailors, cobblers, or wigmakers. Nevertheless, female silversmiths worked in

2 Roger William Moss Jr., “Master Builders: A History of the Colonial Philadelphia Building
Trades,” (Dissertation - University of Delaware, 1972), 1.
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Virginia, and as smithing is a physically intense, and dangerous trade, women
could have also been an exception in the painting business as well.
In contrast to New England, house painters in Virginia did not advertise
their services as portrait and miniature painters. 3 Sometimes, house painters
advertised their abilities to paint landscapes, and the purpose of these works
was house ornamentation. Consequently, the distinction between house
painters and artistic painters could blur when a house painter decided to add
landscape painting to his skills. Even though it was published in 1839, the
trade book, A Panorama of Professions provides a basic definition of the
painting trade which remained consistent in Virginia into the mid-nineteenth
century. “The painting which is the subject of this article, relates to forming
letters, and sometimes ornamental and significant figures, on signs, as well as
to the application of paints to houses and other structures, for the purpose of
improving their appearance, and of preserving them from the influence of the
atmosphere and other destructive agents.” 4 Of note in this quotation too, is the
evidence that house painters typically did more than simply make paint and
apply it to walls. Also, from this basic definition, they might expand their
services.

It is possible that itinerant Virginia painters engaged in both practices in the nineteenth
century, but as this paper is concerned mostly with advertisements, and as itinerant painters
did not frequently advertise, the topic is outside the paper’s scope. For more information on
portrait painters in Virginia, see The Art of Plantation Authority: Domestic Portraiture in
Colonial Virginia by Janine Yorimoto Boldt.
4 Edward Hazen, The Panorama of Professions and Trades, or Every Man’s Book,
(Philadelphia: U. Hunt, 1839), 214.
3
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The house painting trade required making paint, which in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries was a unique task for painters in Virginia as opposed
to those in England. Robert Campbell, writing The London Tradesman in
1747, explains that mechanization of paint grinding played an important role in
the demise of the house painting trade in England. He says that, “this Branch
is now at a very low Ebb, on account of the Methods practiced by some Colour
Shops; who have set up Horse-Mills to grind the Colours, and sell them to
Noblemen and Gentleman ready mixed at a low Price…” 5 No longer did lay
people have to rely on painters with their specialized knowledge and tools for
making paint. Instead, they could acquire it pre-made and utilize trade
manuals, which had been published in England since 1676, to learn basic
techniques for application.
According to Campbell, unemployed painters filled London. Since
almost anyone could learn the trade in a month, plasterers and carpenters
also began to incorporate painting in the services they offered. So many
painters worked in England that the majority could not find jobs. Because
painting typically began in April and May, many of the painters spent half of
their time idle anyway. Campbell concludes this section of his book by saying:
The Journeymen of this Branch are the dirtiest, laziest, and most
debauched Set of Fellows that are of any trade in or about London:
Therefore I think no parent ought to be so mad as to bind his child
Apprentice for Seven Years, to a Branch that may be learned in as
many Hours, in which he cannot earn a Subsistence when he has got it,
5

Robert Campbell, The London Tradesman, (London, 1747), 103.
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runs the Risk of breaking his Neck every Day, and in the end turns out
a mere Blackguard.” 6
Prospects for painters were much brighter in Virginia as opposed to
England. Abroad, colourmen specialized in mechanically grinding paint with
mills powered by horses, and sold pigments and everything paint-related in
their shops. In colonial Virginia, however, that type of specialization did not
exist. Merchants imported pigments from England and listed them alongside
pickles and mustard. Apothecaries advertised them beneath lists of drugs and
medicines. Contemporary newspapers indicate that most sellers in eighteenth
century Virginia did not sell pigments pre-ground in oil. Moreover,
correspondence between George Washington and his farm manager Anthony
Whiting in the 1790s demonstrates the necessity of skill in painting. Frank Lee,
an enslaved worker at Mount Vernon, was a mediocre painter, and although
Washington wanted him to continue working on the Mansion, necessaries, and
garden houses, he still needed a lot of direction. 7 With the continued need to
grind pigments in order to make paint, painting in Virginia required skill, and
painters’ abilities in this area would have been needed more than in England.
Virginia houses featured a variety of paints, including whitewash,
distemper, and pine tar. Oil paints became more common at the beginning of
the eighteenth century and were the primary medium with which house

Campbell, 103-104.
“Slavery Database: Tom Davis.” George Washington’s Mount Vernon. Accessed November
15, 2019. https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/slavery/slaverydatabase/?purpose=&person=Tom+Davis&skill=&time=&owner=&gender=&location=
6
7
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painters worked for the rest of century and into the nineteenth century. 8
Painters imported pigments themselves or bought them from merchants and
apothecaries. They would then grind them with oil (typically linseed) using a
tool called a muller on a slab, or with a paint mill. Most paints contained lead
as a base pigment, which would be ground in oil separately from the other
pigment before the two mixtures were combined. To this painters sometimes
added turpentine to deaden the sheen and to decrease the drying time. 9 When
the mechanization of this process eventually did become more common in
America, painters needed to find creative methods of making their services
necessary, a point which shall be discussed later.
Because painters worked continually with lead and other toxic
materials, they were subject to health hazards, many of which were
recognized at the time. An article from England reprinted in the Alexandria
Gazette in 1831 analyzed the healthfulness of various trades. It listed
housepainters beneath trades titled “Employments Producing Dust, Odor, or
Gaseous Exhalations,” and described painters as “unhealthy and do not
generally attain full age.” 10 These dangerous effects could have both short
term and long term consequences, and even cause death. In 1774, the
Susan Buck and Willie Graham, “Paint,” The Chesapeake House: Architectural Investigation
by Colonial Williamsburg, ed. Carl R. Lounsbury and Cary Carson (Chapel Hill, NC: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 362.
9 The process of making paints is far too detailed to explain satisfactorily here. For an
excellent description, see Patrick Baty, The Anatomy of Color: The Story of Paints and
Pigments (London: Thames and Hudson, 2017) or Paint in America: Colors of Historic
Buildings, ed. Roger Moss (Washington, DC: The Preservation Press, 1994).
10 “From the London Literary Gazette,” Phenix Gazette, May 5, 1831.
8
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Virginia Gazette posted a story from Paris about a milliner who slept with her
family in a room that had just been painted. All four people, including the
woman, her husband, her child, and a servant “were suffocated by the smell of
a room.” 11
Recognition of the danger of long-lasting exposure is evidenced in the
trial of Richard Lawrence. On January 30, 1835, the house painter attempted
to assassinate President Andrew Jackson. One of the articles on the event
included the following transcription of a conversation with him:
Has the lead ever had any effect on your health? Answer – None, that I
know of. Have you ever had the painter’s colic?—No. –Have you had
any disorder of the stomach, or vomiting from the effects of lead?—
Answer—No. –Have you ever had any of the giddiness of the head, or
fullness of the head, or confusion of ideas from the smell of paint? –
Answer No.- At which the jailor replied to prisoner, you are mistaken
about that, Mr. Lawrence, for you have told me several times that you
had. 12
Because the discussion resulted in the jailor’s word against the prisoner’s, the
motive was determined scientifically. After a phrenologist measured his head,
Lawrence was eventually declared insane. The points in the discussion,
however, demonstrate that people in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
did recognize the physical as well as mental consequences of working with
materials such as lead, turpentine, and toxic pigments. Painters had
dangerous jobs.

The Variety of House Painters in Virginia
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“PARIS, August 5,” Virginia Gazette, October 13, 1774.
“Richard Lawrence,” Genius of Liberty, February 21, 1835.
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The Virginia Gazette is filled with advertisements for sales of white
servants, including painters, well into the 1770s. Indentured servants came to
America by their own volition and contracted with colonials who paid for their
passage, or they were convict servants. Convict servants were unique to the
Chesapeake region, and were sent from England as part of the English justice
system, which used the practice as a means of eradicating a large population
of criminals. If the situation for painters truly was as hopeless in London as
Robert Campbell claimed it to be, then it is understandable that some painters
would have turned to crime and been among the convict servants shipped to
America. Once these people arrived, arguments regarding the wisdom of
purchasing such laborers abounded, because many people believed they
were beyond redemption, and responsible for influxes of crime in the
colonies. 13 Nevertheless, advertisements for both sales and runaways indicate
that colonials took their chances on buying convict painters.
Once a colonial contracted an indentured painter, he or she would
typically have him paint buildings on their property. Dolley Madison’s niece,
Mary E.E. Cutts mentioned that a painter from England decorated Montpelier’s
plastered walls: “the walls were painted in Fresco, with flowers and
landscapes, wherever they were not wainscoted, this was done by an English
Artist, called a Redemptionist according to a custom of that day, who was

13 Frederick Hall Schmidt, British Convict Servant Labor in Colonial Virginia, MA Thesis –
College of William and Mary, 1976.
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bound for a certain number of years, until his passage was paid.” 14 It is
unclear who exactly the man was, but it is possible that he was indentured to
James Madison’s father. 15 The frescos this painter created demonstrate his
artistic abilities outside of basic painting.
In addition to having an indentured painter work on their property,
someone who contracted a painter might advertise the man’s services.
Charles Tinsley of Newcastle proclaimed that he had acquired an
“extraordinary good painter,” and evidently wanted his neighbors to hire the
painter so that Tinsley could obtain some of the man’s wages. Tinsley passed
away three months after running this particular advertisement, and the entry
about his death indicates that he was fairly wealthy. Perhaps he owned many
outbuildings which he wanted his servant to paint, in addition to contracting
out. 16
Advertisements for these housepainters also demonstrate the diverse
tasks they performed. For example, in July 1774, the Virginia Gazette ran an
advertisement for “Joseph Belong born in England and by trade a joiner and
painter, ran away from Annapolis.” 17 On June 22, 1760, John Fendall
advertised in the Maryland Gazette for his:

Catherine Allgor, ed., The Queen of America: Mary Cutts's Life of Dolley Madison
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2012), 99.
15 Hilarie Hicks (Senior Research Historian at James Madison’s Montpelier), email
correspondence October 2019.
16 Charles Tinsley, The Virginia Gazette, October 21, 1773 and March 17, 1774.
17 George Stuart, Richard Shrigg, John Randall, The Virginia Gazette, July 7, 1774.
14
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Convict Servant Man named John Winter, a very compleat House
Painter; he can imitate Marble or mahogany very exactly, and can paint
Floor Cloths as neat as any imported from Britain, The Time of his
going off is uncertain, as he was hired to a Gentleman in Virginia who
can give no Account of the Time. The last Work he did was a House for
Col. Washington near Alexandria. He must be pretty well known there,
having work’d at his Business several Months in Town. 18
These advertisements not only demonstrate the status of these men,
indentured servant and convict laborer, but also that men in this trade often
possessed a variety of skills. Joseph Belong’s abilities as a painter and joiner
exemplify the validity of Campbell’s claim that other craftsmen painted as a
supplement to their primary trade. John Winter also possessed a variety of
skills, for he could paint houses, create faux marbling and graining, and paint
floor cloths.
Most painters established in towns in the first half of the eighteenth
century also had a variety of skills, and painted as a supplement to their
primary trade, probably because of the simplicity of paint schemes and lack of
decoration on buildings. Most homes were left unpainted, but the gentry could
afford to have their houses painted, often in Spanish Brown. This red earth
color could be found in a variety of locations, not simply Spain, and was a type
of red ochre which manufacturers created by washing dirt to separate the
pigment from sand. 19 Beyond mixing and applying paint, painters would have
also needed some knowledge of the decorative techniques of faux graining

18
19

John Fendall, Maryland Gazette, June 26, 1760.
Baty, 63.
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and spotting. 20 Nevertheless, monochrome paint palettes predominated, and
for the most part, carpenters applied the paint.
Carpenters could actually apply paint due to the lack of a guild system
in America. Roger Moss claims that “Nowhere is the blurring of craft
separation more evident than among the colonial woodworkers.” 21 He goes on
to discuss the difference between a carpenter and a joiner blurring in
Philadelphia, and in Virginia, that certainly held true as well. A lack of
distinctions also meant that many carpenters were house painters. In London,
though its influence began to decline after the Great Fire in 1666 (as
demonstrated by the aforementioned quote from Robert Campbell’s book), the
Painter-Stainers’ Company for the most part kept the painting trade distinct
from other trades. 22 Without guild monopolies, trades coalesced quickly in
America, so many tradespeople offered multiple services. A woodworker
would certainly want to add painting to his practice in order to make himself
more marketable.
As the late colonial period advanced, paint schemes became more
varied. Fashions echoed those in England, and not only were houses painted
in various shades, but individual rooms could boast multiple colors. Paint
became increasingly important in organizing a house. Spanish Brown had

Buck and Graham, 360-362.
Roger William Moss Jr., “Master Builders: A History of the Colonial Philadelphia Building
Trades” (Dissertation - University of Delaware, 1972), 46.
22 Baty, 70-71.
20
21
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been popular for such a long time that it fell out of style and occurred more
frequently in secondary spaces which guests would not necessarily see.
Merchants offered varieties of pigments, and these new paint schemes often
required more complicated glazes than previously. 23 House interiors typically
utilized the same color for trim throughout but faux graining often appeared on
baseboards and doors.
Because of these changes, there was more of a demand for skilled
painters, but carpenters and other tradesmen still painted houses as
supplements to their primary trades. For example, Joshua Kendall, a housecarpenter and joiner advertised his services, along with his ability to paint. 24
Some painters were even jacks of all trades, such as Joseph Kidd of
Williamsburg. In his advertisement of 1769, he proclaimed that he:
HANGS rooms with paper or damask, stuffs sophas, couches, and
chairs, in the neatest manner, makes all sorts of bed furniture, window
curtains, and matrasses, and site carpets to any room with the greatest
exactors…At his LEAD MANUFACTORY behind the church, may he
had all sorts of shoat lead, pipes for conveying water from the lops of
houses, citterns, milk pans (which will keep milk sweet and cool in the
height of summer) still warms made and mended, and every other
articles in the plumbing business. He also undertakes all sorts of
HOUSE PAINTING, GILDING, and GLAZING; and paints floor cloths,
chimney boards, and signs, according to directions. 25
Many general contractors and carriage makers were painters or at least
engaged painters to work under them on a regular basis. In 1771, an
advertisement in the Virginia Gazette requested an “undertaker” to build a
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Kidd and Kendall, The Virginia Gazette, May 4, 1769.
25 Joseph Kidd, The Virginia Gazette, December 28, 1769.
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storehouse. He would receive nails, locks, hinges, glass, putty, paint, and oil. 26
“Undertakers” were not the only people to complete so many aspects of
construction. The following advertisement is characteristic of coach makers of
the late eighteenth century:
WILLIAM HOLLIDAY, and Co. COACHMAKERS, From LONG-ACRE,
LONDON, BEG Leave to inform the Publick that they have opened a
Shop, in the Street leading to the Capitol Landing, next Door to Mr.
Shepherd's, Harness Maker, where those Gentlemen who choose to
favour them with their Custom may be supplied with PHAETONS,
DOUBLE and SINGLE CHAIRS, made in the neatest and genteelest
Manner, and as the most reasonable Rates; also Carriages neatly
repaired, with the utmost Expedition. They will undertake all Kinds of
JOINERS and CARPENTERS WORK, and HOUSE PAINTING in
general.” 27
Some coachmakers continued to paint houses in the early nineteenth century,
but generally they moved away from house painting in favor of working on
coaches and signs. Additionally, coach painting was sometimes a trade in
itself. Beneath a list of their services, coach makers could advertise the work
of a specific painter in their service or in partnership with them. Coach
painters, like house painters, often decorated signs as well. 28
It was roughly around the American Revolution that house painting
became a distinct trade. In many places, tradesmen in general began
organizing themselves into craftsmen’s societies at this time. Although that did
not occur in Virginia, the trades did become more defined. 29 Very few people
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who engaged in carpentry or joinery were advertising their abilities to paint as
well. Beyond the advertisements, descriptions of the work painters did support
the fact that house painting became a trade practiced by men who called
themselves house painters. Thomas Jefferson hired Richard Barry to paint a
large portion of Monticello and glaze the windows. Throughout
correspondence between Jefferson and James Dinsmore, it is evident that a
variety of workmen executed tasks such as plastering, fixing window weights,
and building window sashes. Barry had the specific tasks of painting and
installing window panes in the sashes. In fact, he only cut a few of the more
complicated panes himself, because Jefferson ordered pre-cut glass for most
of the windows. 30
At this point, it seems that by definition, house painting included
glazing. In London, although glaziers were allowed to do some painting,
because paint protects window putty from animals and weather, the trade
remained a separate guild from the Painter-Stainers’ Company. Despite the
general trend for trades to converge in America, painting and glazing seem to
have remained distinct into the 1770s. Arrivals of indentured servants listed
glaziers separately from painters and other trades in general. Advertisements
by Thomas Hodge in 1770 indicate his sale of 139 servants, including a
painter as well as a glazier. The next year, a similar advertisement featured

30 Lucy Midelfort, (Architectural Conservator Thomas Jefferson Foundation, Inc.), email
correspondence, November 2019.
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100 servants including a bricklayer and plasterer, a painter, and a glazier. In
1772, three men proclaimed their services in the Virginia Gazette and said
they had just arrived from London and were capable of directing constructions
of any buildings and the people involved, including “plasterers, painters, and
glaziers.” 31 By 1799, however, it seems well established that the trades were
united, when P. Kelly, housepainter and glazier, advertised his services in
Richmond. His notice does not stress novelty of offering both services. 32
Of all house painters, enslaved painters possessed the greatest variety
in their skill sets. Enslaved workers painted buildings on plantations
consistently throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This group of
painters was not unique to Virginia and the South in general. Candee and
Cummings speculate that two enslaved men listed in the estate of a Boston
painter in 1737 assisted the painter in his business. 33 In that respect, Virginia
slaves share some similarities with those of New England, for sometimes free
painters owned slaves as assistants, as did Thomas Wornom of
Williamsburg. 34 In 1774, Campbell Thompson, a sign, coach, and landscape
painter, advertised his services and specifically said he was searching for a
black boy to take on as an apprentice. 35
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The enslaved painters who appear more frequently in newspapers,
however, were those who lived on plantations. Runaway advertisements
describe the diverse sets of skills they possessed. This diversity of skill is
understandable given that a plantation only had a select number of buildings
to be painted and needed to optimize the labor of each one of their slaves. In
1774, an advertisement appears for “Mulatto Peter Brown, painter by trade
who could also do carpentry.” 36 Another runaway, Harry, who was described
as “of the Indian breed,” worked for several years as a carpenter and
wheelwright but could also glaze and paint. 37
Three enslaved men at Mount Vernon engaged in painting in addition to
many other jobs. Charles painted a variety of items in the 1780s, including the
inside of a boat, bedsteads, and a portion of the green house including the
stones and moldings. Tom Davis appears frequently in relation to painting and
papering, but also completes numerous other tasks, such as glazing, cutting
rye, carpentry, plastering, making and repairing seines. Primarily, however,
Davis was a talented brickmaker, stone mason, and bricklayer. In fact, his
skills in these trades exempted him from work in the fisheries in 1793, an
event which required as many enslaved workers as possible. This shows that
although Davis completed much of the painting at Mount Vernon, his painting
ability was referred to in addition to his primary skill set. During work on the
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Mansion, Davis hurt his shoulder and could not paint. Consequently,
Washington instructed Anthony Whiting to teach Frank Lee, listed as a waiter
in the mansion, how to mix and apply paint. 38 For several months, Lee
continued to paint while still holding his position as a waiter.
Into the nineteenth century, enslaved painters still exhibited the widest
variety of skills of all painters. In 1830, a $100 reward was offered for
Willoughby Smith who ran away from Joseph Mandeville of Alexandria.
Mandeville said that Smith was, “a first rate house servant, an excellent
gardener, painter, whitewasher, and also a rough carpenter. He is very artful
and can read…I will give $10 if taken in the District, $50 if fifty miles distant; or
$100 if further from Alexandria, and secured so that he be recovered; and all
reasonable expenses paid if he is brought home.”39 Another escaped slave,
Carter, appeared in the Richmond Whig and Public Advertiser in 1833, when
he was described as “very active and sprightly, quite a good Painter and rough
Carpenter…” 40 While planters with money likely would have had building
exteriors painted every seven years, and numerous other objects on
plantations needed paint frequently, enslaved painters would not have utilized
their skills often enough to justify only performing that trade.
Enslaved painters could have received training from free, itinerant
painters who needed assistants when they worked at plantations. For
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example, Richard Barry, an itinerant painter, completed the first graining at
Monticello. He left in 1808 after training Burwell Colbert, Jefferson’s butler.
Colbert, while working at Monticello, seems to have had some measure of
autonomy. In a memorandum, Jefferson noted that “…Burwell paints and
takes care of the house. With [him] the overseer has nothing to do except find
[him].”

41

It is possible Colbert also painted at the University of Virginia

because he worked there after Jefferson manumitted him in his will. 42
Unfortunately, however, UVA historians have not been able to track down
more information about him. 43
On plantations, itinerant painters might have supplemented the work of
enslaved painters. Enslaved painters could know the basics, such as grinding
pigments, but executing ornamental painting required either special training or
the time and materials to practice on one’s own. Itinerant painters generally
focused on more artistic types of painting, as did “Deception painters,” who
created trompe l’oeil paintings that imitated plaster in houses, floor clothes,
faux grained furniture, and stucco ornaments. 44 Itinerant painters did not
necessarily remain in a specific state. For example, Jefferson talked about
sending for a painter from New York named Schneider to do some fresco
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painting at Monticello. However, this did not ultimately happen, potentially
because of the cost of paying for Schneider’s transportation. 45
At the turn of the century, the growth of towns and cities in Virginia
increased demand for painters, and indeed, the growth of advertising by them
indicates that they responded to this demand in one way by requesting
apprentices. In the early nineteenth century, painters began running
advertisements for apprentices, but before this, information about apprentices
in the trade is scanty. Nina Fletcher Little states that the traditional seven-year
apprenticeship system for painting continued uninterrupted in America
throughout the colonial period. However, this claim seems tenuous in the case
of eighteenth-century Virginia because of the dearth of information about
apprentices. Harold Gill, in an exhaustive survey of apprentices in Virginia

Thomas Jefferson, November 1792. Lucy Midelfort, (Architectural Conservator Thomas
Jefferson Foundation, Inc.), email correspondence, November 2019.
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Not all itinerant painters had home bases, however. When he worked at Monticello, Richard
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dome, and eight bedrooms of the mansion. After working from 1807 to roughly 1809, he wrote
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from 1623-1800, does not list any in the painting trade. Gill studied court
records from Virginia counties, records from Christ’s Hospital London, vestry
books, newspapers, business records, and personal papers, but the closest
apprentice to one in the painting trade is a glazier. 46 Possibly, these deals
were made as private contracts which Gill did not find, but that does not
explain a lack of advertisements for them until the nineteenth century.
Excepting the advertisement by Campbell Thompson in 1774, no
mention of traditional apprentices appears in newspapers until January 1813,
when George Wells of Richmond sought two boys for his painting business.
After that, advertisements for them continued intermittently. The subscribers
wanted boys between the ages of 14 and 16 of “good behavior” and “good
connections.” These advertisements did not run for long periods, as many
other painters’ advertisements did. Perhaps this is indicative of a high level of
interest in the trade. An advertisement in the Alexandria Gazette and Daily
Advertiser seems to support that, for it stated, “Two boys, of respectable
connexions and correct demeanor, from 14 to 15 years of age, will be taken as
apprentices to the Painting business, if early application is made.” 47 Only a
couple of advertisements for runaways from painters were posted, suggesting
that the boys were working in a trade with a favorable future.
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Due to decorating trends in the 1820s and 1830s, well-trained
apprentices would have had plenty of work. These decades were the heyday
for ornamental painting and painters were needed who not only could grind
pigments, but knew how to execute complicated techniques. Graining and
marbleizing were very important, especially on wainscoting, door and window
trim, and mantels. Painters created more imaginative representations of wood,
and oak graining eventually replaced imitations of mahogany. 48
While architectural ornamental painting thrived, elaborate furniture
painting also increased. In the early nineteenth century, grain painting was
common on turned seating furniture, and it became more popular as the
century progressed. Cheap, local wood could be elaborately painted to look
like a more expensive, creatively rendered wood. Seating in 1810 generally
featured maple and rosewood graining, although Windsors, also known as
“imitation chairs” and painted to imitate maple, were also popular. Painters
typically did not apply faux marbling to chairs, but did imitate marble on
tabletops. 49 Because of the popularity of these techniques, house painters
commonly began offering complex furniture painting in their advertised lists of
skills.
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At the same time, with the proliferation of imitation wood and marble
inside homes, furniture manufacturers entered the trade and began advertising
that they could paint houses as well as furniture. In April 1825, Levi Hurdle,
one of the most prominent advertisers in the local paper, took up shop in
Alexandria on King Street. He engaged in plain and ornamental painting, sign,
chair, house, and ship painting. 50 Similarly, in May 1839, Samuel Gover
established his chair manufactory in a house in Leesburg. Besides painting
and repairing chairs, Gover offered his services in house painting. 51
Due to the complexity of painting at this time, it seems that many of the
trade manuals published in England could have made it to Virginia. Painters
would have needed to learn more about specific techniques in order to
surpass their competitors. The first advertisement for a book about trades in
Virginia appears in the Virginia Gazette in 1775. Dixon and Hunter offered The
Gentleman’s Companion and Tradesman’s Delight which, while discussing
painting, focuses on portrait painting and does not give information on how to
do certain tasks. Although it claims to pertain to professional painters, it is
more of a description of their trade than an instruction book. 52 In 1812,
Hezekiah Reynolds published a pamphlet on painting in Connecticut. This was
the first manual published in America which did not plagiarize British sources,
and it represents a growing interest in extending trade knowledge to the
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public. Reynolds wrote that his purpose was to make painting a skill which
carpenters or coach makers could employ. 53 It was not until the 1830s,
however, that advertisements for these manuals appeared in Virginia
newspapers, although a lack of advertising does not necessarily mean a lack
of existence in the area.
In 1836, Edward Hazen’s Panorama of Professions and Trades, or
Every Man’s Book was featured by W.M. Morrison in the Alexandria Gazette. 54
This book was still not quite a trade manual but gave an overview of the
trades. In fact, an article including it in the Staunton Spectator says that:
The author of the Speller and Definer has written another book which I
think an acquisition to the catalogue of school books now in print. The
title of this work in the Panorama of Professions and Trades, giving a
short but comprehensive detail of the modus operandi of the various
trades and professions of men in civilized life. A youth from having read
this book with attention would be able to form a tolerably correct
judgment in regard to the trade or profession which he would like to
pursue after completing his scholastic course of studies. 55
Books such as Hazen’s were intended to give people basic
understandings of the trades. These were distinct from trade manuals,
however, which explicitly existed to democratize the trades, allowing common
people to complete tasks on their own. In 1840, Bell and Entwisle of
Alexandria offered for sale various English manuals, including one for “the
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Plumber, Painter, and Glazier” which contained “a vast deal of information.” 56
By 1842, the same sellers advertised The Mechanic’s Companion, Or the
Elements and Practice of Carpentry, Joinery, Bricklaying, Masonry, Sloting,
Plastering, Painting, Smithing and Turning, comprehending the latest
improvements, and containing a full description of the Tools belonging to each
branch of business, with copious directions for their use, and an ample nation
of the terms used in each art, also, introduction to Practical Geometry by Peter
Nicholson. 57
While an overall dearth of publications may have meant acquiring new
skills was difficult for painters, it also meant that painters had a monopoly on
their knowledge for a long time. Despite the lack of an overarching
organization regulating who practiced house painting, the knowledge
remained within the building trades, so lay people could not simply buy paint
and follow written instructions to create complicated designs. Demand for their
work remained, and by adding popular types of ornamental painting to their
repertoires, painters could continue to safeguard their jobs.
Competition and Variety within the Trade
In cities, painters, especially established ones, often competed with one
another. While the number of painters advertising in papers is usually limited
to three at a time, there certainly were more working in a town than those who

56 Wm. B. Entwistle and Albert N. Mills, “House and Sign Painting,” Alexandria Gazette,
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advertised. 58 C.W. McGinness, a painter established in Richmond, won a
contract to work on the state’s capitol building in 1832, and twice during the
project advertised that he wanted journeymen house painters. In one of those
notices, he stated that he wished to employ twelve or fifteen house painters.
Evidently, McGinness knew there were plenty more painters in the area who
would respond to his notice, even though he was the only one currently
advertising. 59 It is also interesting to note that when McGinness completed the
project, he placed an advertisement saying he had finished and was free to
accept more jobs. He had needed to refuse some while working on the capitol.
Not all painters, however, were as successful as McGinness and had the
luxury of refusing jobs. In fact, some had to go begging for them. Joshua M.
Stokes wrote to Thomas Jefferson in 1819, explaining that business was at a
standstill and that he had a family for whom to provide without a job or friends
to help him. He offered his services to assist with work on the University of
Virginia, but it is unclear if he won a contract. 60
At the most basic level, when business was tough, painters posted
reminders of their existence, or simply increased the number of
advertisements they placed. For example, in 1815, Reed and Bowie informed
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“their friends and the public generally that they still continue to carry on the
House Painting and Glazing Business In all its various branches…” 61
In other cases, although very rarely, advertisers attempted to put down
the work of their competitors. Edwin A. Stover, who became progressively
more aggressive in his advertising, said in his 1833 notice that “He flatters
himself that he can outpaint the Jews and any one else in Leesburg or the
vicinity…” 62 He proceeded to solicit the patronage of a “generous public,” a
somewhat ironic gesture considering his lack of generosity towards his
competitors. 63
When business was poor, painters also might expand their offerings. At
the beginning of the eighteenth century, paint shops began advertising. John
Rorke and Co. of Norfolk advertised that their paint and oil manufactory on
Water Street offered white lead, yellow ochre, venetian red, Spanish brown,
black, and lead which was ground in oil and available in 14 and 28 pound
kegs. 64 At that point, it seems evident that painters had competition for making
paint. Consequently, they began making and selling paint themselves in their
own shops or without storefronts. John Glen, a painter and glazier in Staunton,
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reminded his friends that he still carried on business at his shop. He was one
of the first Virginia painters to advertise that he would now:
…intend keeping on hand every kind of Paint ground in Oil, and fit for
immediate use, and to such as purchase it. Boiled Oil for painting sold
in any quantity. Likewise, a variety of DRY PAINTS, by the ounce,
pound or hundred; among which are Spanish Brown, Prussian Blue,
White Lead, Red Lead, Spirits of Turpentine, Putty, etc. 65
In advertisements for paint, painters not only featured the product for
people to apply themselves, but also offered their services in doing so. Robert
Nott, for example, informed a “generous public and his friends” that he had
received an assortment of paints, oil, and glass, along with 3,000 pounds of
soap stone paint of various colors. This was particularly suited to house roofs
and damp walls. He was willing to sell it, as well as apply it himself. 66
Painters did not simply sell paint and putty, however. Amongst the
competition, they found even more creative ways to stand out. Painting was a
seasonal trade, and painters needed to earn money throughout the winter
months. By expanding their offerings outside of painting, they could ensure at
least a means of survival till the next onslaught of work orders. E. Gilman of
Alexandria offered two warehouses to rent and sold boxes of brown soap
which he had made himself. 67 Two years later, he offered different types of
glass and looking glasses. In fact, in both advertisements, these items for sale
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were even listed before his skill set, so apparently he was more interested in
people knowing what differentiated him from other painters. 68
Painters also might add other services to their repertoire. 69 The most
common service the tradesmen stressed was their willingness to execute
tasks in the country, adding limited itinerancy to their practice. Phrases such
as “Orders from the country executed at the shortest notice” or “orders from
town or in the country promptly attended to” occur periodically in these
advertisements. However, not all painters used this phrasing, which made
them stand out from their competitors and likely expand their customer base. It
even appears that some painters refused jobs in the country at times, as can
be seen in an advertisement by William Young and John Sneader. In an 1820
advertisement, they said that, “Orders from the country…will be promptly
attended to and thankfully received, and in every instance they pledge
themselves to use no other materials except those of the best kind.” 70
Evidently some painters not only refused to leave the city, but may have
cheated their customers by providing poor materials.
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In addition, some painters diversified their skills. They did so, however,
with the assurance that these skills were demanded in their locations. John B.
Gorman offered ship painting in Alexandria in 1818. Surprisingly, despite the
importance of the Alexandria port, he was the first painter in the city to
advertise such an ability. Perhaps it had been assumed that house painters
would paint ships, but Gorman is the first to actually make it clear. 71 Skills
painters added could be specific to painting, or even broader, such as
papering walls and repairing furniture. A new painter to Richmond offered an
incredible number of skills to the public:
T.R.G. Newman, (Just from London,) Begs leave to offer his services to
the citizens of Richmond and its vicinity, flattering himself that from an
experience of several years in the old country, he will be enabled to
accomplish any thing in his line of business to the entire satisfaction of
all who may favor him with their patronage. He purposes following
House Painting and Glazing in general. Painting, Varnishing, Japanning
and Polishing. Piano Fortes, Mahogany Furniture, etc. repolished, and
made equal in appearance to new. Old Furniture of every description,
very neatly painted, polished and repaired at a small expense. Walls
handsomely papered, or painted in oil and water colors- and polished in
a superior manner. All of which will be done upon reasonable terms and
with the greatest dispatch.” 72
Another example is provided by an advertisement of William Higdon in
the Alexandria Gazette, in which Higdon offered:
PAINTING in all its various branches, on the most reasonable terms. All
orders in the following line promptly attended to: Looking Glass and
Picture Frame Making, and Guilding; Masonic, and Odd Fellow aprons;
Block Letter Sign making, and Painting; Transparencies; Painting and
Gilding on Satin and Velvet; Water-proof Gilding; Fancy Painting;
Varnishing, and Polishing; Old Chairs re-painted in the best and most
71 John B. Gorman, “Painting in all its Varieties,” Alexandria Gazette and Daily Advertiser, July
1, 1818.
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fashionable style; Oil Paintings cleaned and Varnished; Enameling on
Glass; Transparent Window Curtains; Imitations of every description of
Wood and Stone; Ornamental Bronzing and Gilding, etc. etc.” 73
Individual painters did not necessarily acquire new skills themselves,
but might have attempted to expand their offerings by partnering with other
painters. In 1819, John Gorman took into co-partnership Richard Jones, a
scene painter from a local theater. Because of that partnership, he could
enhance his repertoire with carving and gilding, looking glass and picture
frame manufacturing, “landscape painting in rooms to match paper, either in
water or oil; paper hanging; composition of every description for fire places,
rooms, etc; tins chrystalized; with every variety of painting executed in the
most extensive establishments.”74 Levi Hurdle, a chair maker, took on his
brother as a partner. Interestingly, very few of the partnerships mentioned in
the papers actually lasted. Eleven days after Gorman and Jones’
announcement of their partnership, Gorman told the public the partnership
was dissolved. Nevertheless, “the subscriber [Gorman], who having added
considerable to his assortment, is enabled to execute Painting of every
description, with neatness and dispatch, and at low prices.” 75
While house painting as a trade has continued to the present day, it
became more accessible to the common person through the 1840s onward.
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and Daily Advertiser, May 20, 1819.
75 John B. Gorman, “Dissolution,” Alexandria Gazette and Daily Advertiser, June 18, 1850.
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Painters began advertising their storefronts more aggressively, as Robert Nott
did in 1850. There he offered pre-mixed paints and painting tools. 76 After
advertisements for paint and painters disappeared from newspapers during
the Civil War, almost immediately after the war, commercially available paint
took hold in America. With an increase in population and population density, a
growth in construction heralded a rising demand for paint to cover the new
buildings. Extension of railroads meant better transportation, which had
previously been a major hindrance in disseminating products in general. Paint
manufacturers had a reason to experiment with overcoming issues with
shipping paint, such as separation of oil and pigment. Once and for all,
painters no longer needed to grind pigments in oil themselves. 77
Leading up to that point, The Alexandria Gazette had been featuring
more trade manuals pertaining to painting. In 1850, Bell and Entwisle offered
The Painter, Gilder, and Varnisher’s Companion “containing rules and
regulations in everything pertaining to the Arts of Painting, Gilding, Varnishing
and Glass Staining; numerous useful and valuable receipts, tests for the
detection of adulterations in oils, colors, etc.; and a statement of the diseases
and accidents to which Painters, Gilders, and Varnishers are peculiarly liable,

Robert Nott, “Paint and Oil Store, next door to Exchange Bank,” Richmond Republican,
October 21, 1850. Appendix #3
77 Roger W. Moss, “Nineteenth-Century Paints: A Documentary Approach,” in Paint in
America: The Colors of Historic Buildings, ed. Roger W. Moss (Washington, DC: The
Preservation Press, 1994), 55.
76
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with the simplest and best method of prevention and remedy.” 78 The secrets of
the painting trade had come out in Virginia.
House painters certainly did not disappear, but their advertisements
reflect both an overall change in advertising style, and a diminished focus on
abilities outside basic painting. For tradespeople in general in the 1860s,
flowery advertisements had shifted to much more straightforward ones, such
as the one posted by Allen. 79 By the 1870s, house painters, like other
tradesmen, simply listed their names in the city business directories of
newspapers. 80 The meaning of their trade had shifted. Alongside a change in
decorating styles, some of the services painters had offered previously had
fallen out of fashion. Grinding pigments was no longer a necessity, and house
painting essentially was not a skilled trade. A house painter became merely
somebody who applied paint.
Until the 1860s in Virginia, although the house painting trade became
somewhat more defined, it never was focused on a few specific abilities. At its
very basis, it meant grinding pigments, but from there, the other skills these
men possessed depended on their social status, decorating trends, and
competition. Furniture manufacturers painted houses on the side. Enslaved
painters had a broader set of skills unrelated to painting, while other types of
painters knew some of the more artistic techniques. A demand for those

Bell and Entwisle, “Useful Books,” Alexandria Gazette, June 8, 1850.
Appendix #4
80 Appendix #5
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artistic techniques meant that painters could expect more business if they
offered them. In order to deal with competition, both from other painters and
from mechanized paint production, painters had to adapt and offer even more
skills and services. The men engaged in house painting were a diverse group
in terms of social status and types of abilities.
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Appendix
#1 This advertisement
shows that painters might
literally advertise on top of
one another.

Daily Richmond Whig and Public Advertiser, Vol. 14, No 107, 4 November
1835.

#2 One of the many painter
advertisements listing an
incredible number of skills.

Alexandria Gazette, Vol. 38, No 8006, 26 October 1839.
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#3 Robert Nott stressed his
store more than his painting
skills by 1850.

Richmond Republican, Vol 9, 21 October 1850.

#4 Advertisements
simplified dramatically

Daily Dispatch, Vol 17, No 119, 18 May 1860

#5 In fact, advertisements
simplified so much that
hardly anything was left
Daily State Journal, Volume 4, No 44, 16
December 1871
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Shad, Herring, and Slavery near the Chesapeake Bay and
Albemarle Sound
“In the Spring of the Year, Herrings come up in such abundance into their
Brooks and Foards, to spawn that it is almost impossible to ride through,
without treading on them. Thus do those poor Creatures expose their own
Lives to some Hazard....Besides these Herrings, there come up likewise in to
the Freshes from the Sea, Multitudes of Shads, Rocks, Sturgeon, and some
few Lampreys, which fasten themselves to the Shad…” - Robert Beverly,
1705 81
Millions of shad and herring swimming upstream between 1760 and
1860 provided food for a large swath of people in eastern North America.
These fish, salted and preserved for months, composed a key component of
the diets of the poor. Four different types of operations hauled these fish in
Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina. Subsistence fishermen often worked
with their communities to bring in fish for the year. Other fishermen worked
alongside either enslaved people or hired assistants to procure enough fish for
themselves as well as some extra to trade and sell. Mid-sized plantations
forced enslaved workers to fish for shad and herring as the means to provide
for themselves, and thus save plantation owners money for food. Commercial
plantation fisheries used enslaved workers and free blacks to bring in the
maximum amount of fish to sell. These commercial fisheries sold the fish
locally, shipped them to other plantations in the south, and sent them to the
West Indies to feed slaves there. Consequently, shad and herring were

81 Robert Beverly, The History and Present State of Virginia in Four Parts: Part 3 (London: R.
Parker, 1705), 31.
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valuable not only for subsistence, but for acquiring capital. All these
operations, whether worked by enslaved or free people, relied on West Indian
slave labor for salt. Thus, even at the subsistence level, these fish could not
be divorced from the economics of the Atlantic world. Shad and herring in
Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina were an integral food source and
commodity, but within the broader economic structure, they were a tool for the
perpetuation of slavery.
In the broadest sense, this is a story about a commodity in the Atlantic
world. Most commodity histories focus on elite ones, as do David Hancock’s
Oceans of Wine (2009) or Jennifer Anderson’s Mahogany: The Costs of
Luxury in Early America (2012). Studies of fish have often focused on cod
from the northeastern United States. Mark Kurlansky’s Cod: A Biography of
the Fish That Changed the World (1997) does an excellent job with this
discussion, but is as the title implies, it encompasses the whole world.
Regarding scope, the present paper is more similar to Peter Pope’s more
focused 2004 study, Fish into Wine. Pope studied a Newfoundland plantation
and the connections it had with the Atlantic world through its export, salted
cod. Even in the colonial era, northern fisheries were deemed more important
than those in the south, most likely because they produced more food which
all orders of people consumed. Southern fisheries had a much smaller output
and focused on food for the poor and enslaved. Their impact on the Atlantic
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world, particularly the West Indies, was also smaller, but locally, the fish were
invaluable.
One of the most important works on southern fisheries is David
Cecelski’s The Waterman's Song: Slavery and Freedom in Maritime North
Carolina (2012). This examination of enslaved fishermen delves deep into how
fisheries functioned, and what impact they had on the people working them
and the surrounding areas. It also discusses the planters who ran these
operations. Mark Taylor’s 1992 article "Seiners and Tongers: North Carolina
Fisheries in the Old and New South” discusses the importance of those
fisheries to the North Carolina plantation economy. The majority of the piece,
however, proceeds into the present. For information on Virginia fisheries,
James Wharton’s 1973 booklet The Bounty of the Chesapeake: Fishing in
Colonial Virginia tells the story of fishing in general in Virginia from Jamestown
to George Washington. Of those three pieces, it is probably the least useful in
terms of learning about the shad fisheries and venturing outside of a great
white man narrative.
The literature on North American shad and herring fishing tends to
focus on distinct regions and provides only a cursory glance at the Atlantic
dimensions of the venture. Of primary importance is the process of fishing.
Many of the secondary sources are somewhat triumphalist, depicting the
ingenuity of business-minded planters. They often ignore the oppressive
nature of the fisheries which thrived due to slavery and the legal, monopolistic
49

control plantations held over fish populations. This paper spends very little
time on the process of fishing, and instead looks at the broader themes of the
venture, such as the economic and subsistence use of the fish, as well as
oppression and Atlantic connections. In “The Other White Gold,” Cynthia
Kennedy claims that “documenting the parasitic links between European- and
American-born slave owners, African and Creole slaves on the West Indian
salt islands, and business interests in Britain and North America remains to be
done.” 82 Although it cannot possibly provide the breadth and depth that
Kennedy calls for, this article aims to provide the first such attempt.

Shad and Herring as a Common Food
The size and migration patterns of shad and herring played an
important role in their value. Shad and herring belong to the same family,
clupeidae. Shad, however, are larger than herring, and during the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries could weigh up to fourteen pounds, thus one
fish provided a substantial amount of nutritional value. These bony fish are
anadromous, meaning adults live in the ocean for most of their lives, but enter
rivers and swim upstream to spawn in freshwater. In the spring, they swim
northwards along the North American east coast, from the St. Johns River in
Florida to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. As they progress, shoals (i.e. groups of
shad or herring) veer inland. They are most prevalent in sounds and bays,

82 Cynthia Kennedy, “The Other White Gold: Salt, Slaves, the Turks and Caicos Islands, and
British Colonialism,” in The Historian 69. no. 2 (2007), 217.
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especially Albemarle Sound and the Chesapeake Bay. Before the population
declined dramatically in the late nineteenth century due to damming and
overfishing, they also traveled deep inland. For example, shad were
considered abundant in the Rivanna River near Charlottesville, Virginia. In the
eighteenth century, someone in that area could net three hundred fish in one
night. 83 That point on the Rivanna, at roughly 170 miles from the ocean, is
almost insignificant, compared with colonial accounts which recorded these
fish traveling as far as 451 miles inland. 84 Due to the distance these fish
traversed, inhabitants living along rivers in eastern America could access them
as a food supply.
These fish swam upstream in multitudes, which made them easy to
catch in single hauls of a net. Andrew Burnaby, writing in the 1760s of the
York, Rappahanock, and Potomac Rivers said, “Sturgeon and shad are in
such prodigious numbers, that one day, within the space of two miles only,
some gentlemen in canoes, caught above 600 of the former with hooks, which
they let down to the bottom, and drew up at a venture when they perceived
them to rub against a fish; and of the latter above 5,000 have been caught at
one single haul of the seine.” 85 Colonial accounts such as these appear in
James Wharton, The Bounty of the Chesapeake: Fishing in Colonial Virginia
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1973), 69-70.
84 Harry L. Watson, “‘The Common Rights of Mankind:’ Subsistence, Shad, and Commerce in
the Early Republican South,” The Journal of American History 83, no. 1 (1996), 21.
85 Andrew Burnaby, Burnaby's Travels through North America (New York: A. Wessels
Company, 1904), 41. For a description of the process of haul seining, see David Strother,
“North Carolina Illustrated: I. The Fisheries,” in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine 14, no.
LXXXII (1857), 433-450.
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many places, telling of the water sparkling like silver. Some even more
fantastic stories claimed that one could walk across the Potomac on the backs
of fish. Because these fish swam upstream in such abundance, one could net
hundreds or even thousands at a time.
Native Americans living alongside rivers took advantage of this ready
source of protein, and made nets to capture shad and herring long before
Europeans arrived. Among the Pamunkey, common knowledge was that shad
start to arrive when white violets begin to bloom, thus they named white violets
the “shad flower.” The Pamunkey, along with the Chickahominy and
Mattaponi, noticed that herring arrive soon after the shad, when locust and
dogwood trees bloom. The process of extracting these fish also depended on
other natural signals: barred owls call the different tides, which is particularly
helpful when netting fish, because tides can help or hinder hauling them in. 86
Upon arriving in Virginia, Europeans quickly recognized the importance
of fish, especially of shad and herring. John Smith wrote of the proliferation of
fish in the Chesapeake Bay. Between March and November, scores of
different types swam in the James River, and shad were the first among
many. 87 Many other colonists, such as William Strachey, recorded the fish as
well. Writing in 1612 to encourage settlers to come to Virginia, he listed an

Frank Speck, Chapters on the Ethnology of the Powhatan Tribes of Virginia (New York:
Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, 1928), 362-363.
87 John C. Pearson, “The Fish and Fisheries of Colonial Virginia Part 1,” in The William and
Mary Quarterly (1942), 213-216.
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abundance of food from the bay, including “shad, great store, of a yard long
and for sweetness and fatness a reasonable food fish; he is only full of small
bones, like our barbels in England.” 88 With the help of Native Americans,
settlers learned a variety of methods for catching these fish, such as spearing
them or trapping them in wooden enclosures which Native Americans taught
them to make. 89 They also began importing nets from England to bring in the
much needed food.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, the subsistence value of shad
and herring had been solidified among whites, and remained relatively the
same through the next hundred years. Aside from salt pork, salted fish
became the primary source of protein for the majority of the poor. Along the
Susquehanna River, for instance, every farm had at least half a barrel of
salted or smoked shad or herring for the winter. 90 Charles William Janson, one
traveler in America, wrote the following about them being paired with hot
cakes:
Many reasons have been adduced for the premature loss of teeth
among Americans. I am, myself, convinced, that the principal cause
arises from the constant use of Indian meal, which they make into flat

James Wharton, The Bounty of the Chesapeake: Fishing in Colonial Virginia
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1973), 15.
89 Harry L. Watson, “‘The Common Rights of Mankind:’ Subsistence, Shad, and Commerce in
the Early Republican South,” in The Journal of American History 83, no. 1 (1996), 17.
90 Brown Goode, The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States (Washington D.C.,
1884-1887), 649.
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pieces of dough, seven or eight inches in length, three or four in width,
and generally half an inch thick, and bake upon a flat board before the
fire. This they call Johnny cake, and they eat it with butter quite hot; in
fact, it is never used cold but on some emergency. Their salt pork,
pickled herrings, and coffee infamously made, drunk almost scalding
hot, added to the Johnny cake, the constant breakfast and supper of
the lowest class, must certainly be great enemies to the teeth. 91
The value that inhabitants placed in these fish is evident in legal
documents. Arguments over fishing rights could become heated and resulted
in legislation in all three states. Especially near the Potomac, which has
shores in Maryland and Virginia, fights over who could fish where were
prevalent. The “Compact Between Maryland and Virginia Relating to the
Jurisdiction and Navigation of the Potomac and Pokomoke Rivers” from March
1785 advocates that the citizens of both states who had property on the river
should have the privilege of making wharves from which to fish, so long as
these wharves did not disrupt river traffic. It went further to say, “the Rights of
fishing the River shall be common to and equally enjoyed by the Citizens of
both States, provided that such common Rights be not exercised by the
Citizens of the one State to the Hindrance or Disturbance of the Fisheries on
the Shores of the other State, and that the Citizens of neither State shall have

91

Charles William Janson, The Stranger in America (1807), 444.
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a Right to fish with Nets or Seines on the Shores of the other.” 92 People
needed these fish to survive, and would not give up that right without a fight.
Between 1750 and 1850, small farmers submitted hundreds of petitions
regarding fishing rights and milldams to local governments. 93 For example,
North Carolina petitioners in 1764 brought about an act “to prevent the
unreasonable destruction of fish in the rivers Meherrin, Peedee, and
Catawba.” They were particularly frustrated about “avaricious persons” using
multiple seines at the same fishery, or leaving the nets extended across the
rivers. The majority of the fish became trapped, and people living upstream
were denied access to shad and herring. The act stipulated that anyone
making “hedges, stops, or dams…to hinder or prevent the fish from passing up
the said river” would have to pay ten pounds. 94 In 1790, an act was
established to create a gap in a privately owned milldam on the Neuse River
so that fish could pass through. 95 Unfortunately, as will be discussed later,
despite all of the petitions submitted, small farmers eventually lost access to
shad and herring.

92 Compact Between Maryland and Virginia Relating to the Jurisdiction and Navigation of the
Potomac and Pokomoke Rivers 28 March 1785 in George Mason, The Papers of George
Mason, 1725-1792, ed. Robert Rutland. Vol. 2 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1970), 816-822. For further study of the legal aspect of fishing rights see Harry L. Watson,
“‘The Common Rights of Mankind:’ Subsistence, Shad, and Commerce in the
Early
Republican South,” in The Journal of American History 83, no. 1 (1996), 13-43.
93 Watson, 15.
94 The State Records of North Carolina. Pub. Under the Supervision of the Trustees of the
Public Libraries, by Order of the General Assembly 1764 (Goldsboro, NC: Nash brothers,
printers, 1886-1907), 489.
95 State Records of North Carolina 1790, 109.
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Styles of fishing operations varied, depending on the wealth of the
people involved. Among the poor, fishing could be a community affair in which
groups of neighbors worked the nets together at public fisheries. These were
frequently raucous events, filled with drinking, boasting, and tall tales.
Especially in the late antebellum period, elites looked down on these
fishermen as lazy and disorderly. Their subsistence work contrasted with the
organized industry of commercial plantation fisheries. 96 While these people
may have been boisterous and laid back while fishing, they worked hard to
provide food for themselves and their communities.
People with more money and social status hired workers and owned or
rented a private fishery. Fishing required a good deal of capital for nets, boats,
salt, and barrels. Additionally, seine fishing necessitated multiple people to
haul lines and process fish, so anyone who owned a fishery could not
necessarily use it without labor prerequisites. Consequently, many landowners
contracted out fisheries for a season, or made contracts with renters for
several years. Renting entailed paying a fee or guaranteeing the owner of the
fishery a set percentage of fish. These systems benefited both parties
involved, because both received fish for the season, and sometimes extra
cash.
William Cabell, a Virginia lawyer, politician, and judge, serves as an
example of a man who rented a fishery. He started his fishing venture on a
96

Watson, 32.
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neighbor’s land. In the 1770s he began renting John Depriest Ray’s fishery. By
1773, he had established a nine year contract with Ray, guaranteeing use of
the fishery each season. His work was profitable there, and he, along with his
hired assistants, caught up to five hundred fish a night, ending one season
with a few thousand fish. Eventually he expanded his venture by purchasing
fisheries at Woods Island, Swift Island, and Buffalo Island, and began renting
those to locals. Cabell sold shad in barrels of 150-200 fish for $6-$9 a barrel.
Sales, however, were not the primary reason he engaged in fishing. He kept
most of the fish for himself and his family for the year. The excess he bartered
or gave away. For example, he traded fish with one woman in exchange for
her husband’s work repairing Cabell’s seine. 97
While this type of fishing generally was a subsistence activity,
newspaper advertisements demonstrate what small scale fishermen did with
their excess fish. Many people fished for shad and herring in the same way
that Cabell did, storing as much as they needed for the year, and selling,
trading, or giving away the rest. Some people had such an abundance of fish
that they advertised in newspapers. In 1803, Francis Hyland of Richmond
advertised “a quantity of herring and shad” for sale in the Richmond
Recorder. 98 Moses Bates of Henrico offered shad and herring from his fishery.
One hundred shad cost four pence and a thousand herring cost twenty
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Richmond Recorder 2, no. 87, February 23, 1803, 1.
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shillings. Along with the fish, he offered barrels and salt on site for buyers to
preserve their purchases. 99 Consequently, some people did fish for money,
but generally, it was not a business venture. Fishermen primarily provided for
their own needs, and friends and neighbors came to trade with one another in
a personal economic exchange.
Some Native Americans, such as the Pamunkey, adapted their own use
of shad and herring to the contemporary economy. The river had always been
an important part of the lives of Pamunkey, and it was they who had helped
many settlers learn to fish. While the Pamunkey experienced some white
American resistance to their fishing, they continued to fish without state
interruption till the nineteenth century. 100 As the number of Europeans
increased in America, the Pamunkey found that they could earn money by
fishing in a broader area. They began traveling up and down the Atlantic
coastline, following the fishes’ migration pattern and selling them along the

Virginia Argus 11, no. 1130, April 7, 1804, 4.
As might be expected, native use of fish did not go unchallenged. Colonists quickly
recognized the importance of fish for the natives, and in 1614 Ralph Hamor suggested
destroying the fishing gear of the Indians in order to starve them back into the interior of
Virginia. White hatred towards the Indians was such an issue that colonists did go to the effort
to limit access to tidal waters, consequently weakening the Indians. After Bacon’s Rebellion,
however, the Treaty of Williamsburg was signed in 1677. Article VII states:
“That the said Indians have and enjoy their wonted conveniences of Oystering, Fishing, and
gathering Tuchahoe, Curtenemons, Wild Oats, Rushes, Puckoone, or anything else (for their
natural support) not useful to the English, upon the English Dividends; Always provided they
first repair to some Publick Magistrate of good Repute, and inform him of their number and
business, who shall not refuse them a Certificate upon this or any other Lawful occasion, so
that they make due return thereof when they come back, and go directly home about their
business, without wearing or carrying any manner of Weapon, or lodging under any
Englishmans Dwelling-house one night.”
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way. 101 This adaptation of their subsistence activity allowed the tribe to
continue to thrive in a changing world. They could still live in community on
their own land, while finding ways of earning cash.
As these examples illustrate, fishermen valued shad and herring as
both food and a small source of income. The barrels of fish they preserved
would last throughout the year to feed their families. Early Americans did not
live in economic isolation, so they needed to trade fish for other commodities
or services. They also sold the fish for cash, which allowed them to buy
necessities or grow their business operations. All of these businesses were
fairly local. To acquire salt for preservation, however, Maryland, Virginia and
North Carolina fishermen had to participate in the Atlantic market economy,
and in doing so, they relied on slave labor.

Salt and Slave Labor
Salt is essential for the preservation of shad and herring in the
American south. Herring is especially oily during spawning season (March
through April), which is the best time to fish. When the fish swim upstream,
they are “fat and fleshy,” according to Robert Beverly, but on the return
journey, they have become emaciated. 102 Consequently, one could get the
most meat out of a fish on its way up, but catch animals with flesh barely
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clinging to their bony frames later in the summer. Unfortunately, in fat fish,
“Numerous microorganisms in fish intestines and skin invade, digest, and spoil
the flesh. Enzymes also contribute to dissolution and oxidation. Atmospheric
oxygen adds to the additional decay process, especially in the case of natural
fats.” 103 These fish quickly began rotting after they died. To combat this,
fishermen sometimes left shad and herring herded in seine nets while they
processed the animals one at a time.
Due to rapid decay, fishermen could eat the fish immediately, dry them,
or salt them. Because the purpose for catching shad and herring in large
amounts was to produce a long-lasting food supply, few fish were eaten
immediately. Drying is the oldest method of preservation in the world. This
process works best in dry and windy or cold and sunny climates. Those
qualities certainly do not describe Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, no
matter what season. These temperate, humid climates make spoilage
imminent and drying close to impossible. Even if drying was attainable during
the fishing season, summers are hot and humid, so the fish would inevitably
be rehydrated through the air and spoil.
Due to the drawbacks of drying, salt was the best method for
preservation. The heads and tails of the fish would be chopped off, their bellies
slit open, and the fish gutted. The person processing the fish would fill the
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open cavity with salt, then place the fish into a barrel with salt between each
layer of fish. In this manner, fish could be preserved for months, even years.
Before consumption, they would need to be rehydrated by soaking them in
water. The result was not the same texture or flavor of fresh fish, and
oftentimes they were eaten boiled.
Obtaining the proper salt was integral to the fish trade. For southerners,
English salt was the easiest to acquire, but its quality was insufficient for fish
preservation. Due to the method of processing, English salt grains were tiny.
Fine grain salt absorbs too quickly into fish skin, and only preserves the
exterior of the fish, a process called fish burn. The ideal, large-grained salt
came from Portugal. Before the American Revolution, southerners struggled to
obtain Portuguese salt due to the northern colonies’ legal monopoly of the
commodity. New England and Canada had begun trade in salted fish before
the south, so Parliament gave them the privilege of direct access to
Portuguese salt. Southern colonies could obtain the commodity, but they had
to import it from Pennsylvania or New York. 104
Groups of Virginians and North Carolinians submitted petitions to
Parliament requesting an alleviation of the monopoly and arguing that it did
not make sense. Northern colonies produced cod, which is a less oily fish than
herring and shad. Due to this, cod requires neither as much salt nor such
strong salt as herring in order to cure properly. Therefore, it is possible that the
104
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northerners could have gotten by with just English salt. 105 In 1755, highlighting
the unfairness of the situation, a group of elite North Carolinians protested the
Board of Trade regarding salt restrictions. Eight years later, Virginians sought
to expand fishing operations, and the Virginia Committee of Correspondence
applied to Parliament for an act to allow the colony the same freedom to
import salt from Lisbon. Neither of these petitions was granted.
Due to the ban on importing directly from Lisbon, southerners began
relying on salt from the West Indies which was processed and shipped by
enslaved laborers. By 1739, salt trading became integral to the Bermudan
economy. Bermudans took advantage of the Turks Islands which are salt
islands. These types of land masses are defined as “low sandy formations with
low average annual rainfall where warmth, sun, and incessant trade winds
predominated.” 106 Workers dug pools which they flooded with water, then
raked the salt in the pools to dry it under the hot sun. Initially free white men
worked the salt pans on the Turks Islands. Ships dropped off sailors to rake
salt for a few months. Meanwhile, the remaining crew, composed of the
captain and an enslaved crew, fished for turtles, dove for wrecks, or traded
with pirates. After ten or twelve months, the ships returned to pick up the men
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left on the islands, then proceeded to the mainland colonies to trade the fresh
salt for commodities including salted fish. 107
By 1765, raking salt became primarily the labor of enslaved workers.
Prior to that time, France and Spain did not recognize Britain’s sovereignty
over the Turks Islands, and frequently raided them. If a free sailor was caught
by the French or Spanish, he would have the rights of an Englishman and be
treated as a prisoner of war who could be retrieved. If a slave was captured,
he was considered a commodity, and therefore spoils of war, so reclaiming
him was much harder. Ship owners did not want to risk losing their enslaved
workers, so made sure they remained on the ships while free sailors raked
salt. 108 Once France and Spain recognized British sovereignty, however, the
demographics of the islands changed, and in 1822, Turks and Caicos reported
a population of 1,900 slaves. 109
The white male population on the islands was replaced with a majority
of black women. Slave owners sent women to work the salt pans because
they could earn more money there than they could doing typical labor in
mainland Bermuda. In the salt pans, women worked long, tedious days under
the scorching sun, raking salt as it slowly dried. Mary Prince, an enslaved
woman from Bermuda, sometimes had to labor all night to measure salt before
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exportation, or draw water from the ocean to extract more salt. Most of her day
she spent standing up to her knees in the corrosive sea water, and thus
developed horrible boils on her legs, from which she could barely find relief by
wrapping her legs in grass. 110 Prince and women like her performed integral
labor on the islands. Because they were enslaved, their overseers used
brutality and violence in order to coerce them into laboring inordinate hours.
From a purely economic standpoint, this made the salt pans successful. Salt
production on the islands soared, and the market grew in response.
With this increase in salt production due to slave labor, mainland
colonists finally had a supply of coarse salt for curing their meat and fish. By
1772, almost all of the 120,000 bushels of salt imported into the Chesapeake,
Carolinas, and Georgia came from the Caribbean. With that increase in
availability, investing in a fishery required less capital investment with greater
potential production levels. More people began fishing commercially. This did
not last long, however, for during the American Revolution, colonists suffered
a major salt famine. The non-importation agreement in 1775 forbade salt
imports from the British colonies. Lord Dunmore’s operations in the
Chesapeake and the British naval blockade further hindered importation.
Consequently, Bermudian and American salt runners provided the primary
means of acquiring the valuable commodity. 111 The Continental Congress
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encouraged salt making in the colonies, and circulated what became known as
the “Brownrigg Pamphlet” which provided directions on making salt. Salt works
erupted along the New Jersey Coastline, and residents of Cape Cod
established them as well. 112 Much of this salt, however, supplied the cod
fisheries in the north. Nicholas Creswell wrote in April 1777 that there was
such a lack of salt in Leesburg, Virginia that 40,000 herrings were caught by
fishermen one day, and only the 300 shad were kept because there was no
way to preserve the herring. Thus, the leftover fish remained on the beach to
rot. 113 Once again, northern fisheries had received priority, likely because of
their higher output and proximity to salt production. Southerners struggled to
acquire the commodity, and would continue to rely upon slave labor to
produce it.
Despite non-importation measures, southern Americans still acquired
salt from the West Indies following the American Revolution. Smuggling was
indeed profitable in the British colonies, as demonstrated by a list of
Alexandria cargoes from 1792, showing that salt arrived from a variety of
locations in the Atlantic. Cadiz and Lisbon appear five times altogether. West
Indies islands, however, compose the majority of the listings, namely St.
Eustacius, Haiti, Grenada, Lucia, St. Martin, and the Turks Islands. 114 This
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demonstrates that although importation from British islands might have been
hindered, it still continued. At the same time, Virginians had turned to Dutch
and French salt islands as well where slaves also worked in the salt pans. The
gradual abolition of slavery in English, French, and Dutch colonies meant that
slaves produced salt throughout the majority of the existence of the plantationrun shad and herring fisheries.

Plantation Shad and Herring Fisheries
Enslaved people in North America also relied on salt for their protein.
The diets of slaves generally resembled those of the American poor. For many
enslaved people, salted shad and herring or salt pork provided a part of their
typical rations. This supplemented a base starch which varied depending on
the region. Corn was the most common starch, and enslaved people
consumed it like the rest of the America poor, in the form of a Johnny cake.
Further south, rice was also an option. Molasses, buttermilk, and sweet
potatoes could also constitute parts of slave rations. 115
Slave owners sometimes permitted enslaved people to procure their
own food to supplement their rations, which allowed them to have fresh food
and sometimes earn money. Some enslaved workers were permitted to have
their own small garden plots to supplement their diets. They might also be
allowed to hunt or fish on their day off, and in Virginia, shad and herring were
Herbert Covey and Dwight Eisnach, What the Slaves Ate: Recollections of African
American Foods and Foodways from the Slave Narrative (Santa Barbara, Ca: Greenwood
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included in the list of fish enslaved people caught. 116 Some masters also
allowed workers to sell their excess food. Thus, even for enslaved people,
shad and herring provided a means to participate in the local economy.
Most of the salted shad and herring on plantations was poor quality fish
preserved inadequately. Slave owners frequently believed that good food
should not be “wasted” on enslaved people. John Andrew Jackson, an
enslaved man in South Carolina shared a story about an overseer named Ned
Anderson. The man destroyed a fish trap that Jackson had set up in a nearby
swamp, saying that the fish were “too good for niggers.” 117 In fact, he believed
that any kind of fresh meat was too good for them, and he did all in his power
to inhibit enslaved people from obtaining game. If he discovered that they had
fresh meat, he would immediately have them whipped. 118 Charles Ball,
enslaved in North Carolina, spoke of an encounter he had with an overseer
who thought he looked too healthy and strong for someone who had lived
without meat. Until Ball ingeniously proved the man wrong, he was faced with
the threat of being whipped solely on the basis of his appearance. 119
Frederick Douglass’ experiences are representative of the quality of the
herring which the enslaved people received. When he was sent to the Lloyd’s
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farm, herring was a staple part of rations. He wrote of receiving a bushel of
cornmeal and a pinch of salt each month. Along with that, slaves would get
eight pounds of pickled pork and the same amount of fish. A typical dinner
included a “huge piece of ash cake (made with cornmeal), and a small piece of
pork or two salt herrings.” The fish were the poorest quality of herrings that
would bring nothing on a northern market. 120
In order to acquire protein for the rations of enslaved workers, many
plantation owners followed their neighbors and turned to the river. They
already had the money and labor to begin fishing operations, so doing so on a
small scale was not a great investment. Frederick Douglass wrote of the
Choptank River running through Tuckahoe plantation in Maryland, “from which
they take an abundance of shad and herring, and plenty of ague and fever.”
The fisheries established there were mostly self-sustaining operations which
fed the enslaved workers on the plantation. In fact, they could be more selfsustaining than most fishing operations due to the number of workers
available. Many fishermen purchased nets, but plantations oftentimes enlisted
enslaved workers to do that. Douglass described his grandmother as a “capital
hand at making nets for catching shad and herring; and these nets were in
great demand, not only in Tuckahoe, but at Denton and Hillsboro, neighboring
villages.” 121 From the standpoint of a plantation owner, having the available
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labor meant that establishing a fishery was a low-risk investment which could
yield high reward. Plantation owners were not paying enslaved workers to fish,
so except for the labor taking time away from other tasks, owners were not
necessarily losing anything in return for work. If enslaved people made nets
and built boats, most of the traditionally costly aspects of a fishing venture
were covered. By forcing their slaves to fish, plantation owners could avoid
having to purchase additional food in order to have a healthy and strong
workforce. A free source of food then meant they could purchase and provide
for more enslaved people without increasing expenses significantly, and
therefore expand their workforce, and potentially overall plantation profits.
Work on small scale fisheries was incredibly difficult. Charles Ball had
been enslaved on a plantation in Maryland where he worked at a seine fishery
on the Patuxent River every spring. When he was purchased by a plantation
owner in North Carolina, because of his previous experience, he was sent to
work at the fishery the owner had recently purchased. At the beginning of the
season, he and several other men had the task of clearing the area of debris.
“I soon found that I had cause to regret my removal from the plantation. It was
found quite impossible to remove the old logs, and other rubbish from the
bottom of the river, without going into the water, and wrenching them from
their places with long handspikes. In performing this work we were obliged to
wade up to our shoulders, and often to dip our very heads under water, in
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raising the sunken timber.” This would have happened in February, and while
North Carolina winters are fairly mild, the water would still have been frigid. 122
Ball and his coworkers did benefit from the difficult job. He had
expected to be in charge of the fishery operation, but his master hired a local
man to oversee the workers. The local man, however, knew nothing of fishing,
and hated staying up late to bring in the nets. Ball was able to convince him to
sleep instead, while the enslaved men worked sixteen hour days. Already the
men were permitted to eat as many trash fish - pike, perch, suckers - as they
wanted to supplement their typical rations of cornmeal and sweet potatoes.
Because they brought in many fish, they managed to secretly trade herrings
for bacon, and consume the meat without anyone finding out. 123
Small scale operations such as the ones Douglass and Ball described
were common in the Chesapeake and North Carolina, but some bigger
plantations engaged in huge fishing ventures which had wider economic
dimensions. Only well-established planters could engage in these, because
the largest fishing ventures required immense amounts of money to establish.
The biggest commercial shad and herring fisheries were not in the inland
regions, but in the sounds, namely Chesapeake Bay (especially the Potomac
River) and Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds. Shallow waters made seining
easy, and beaches were necessary areas for cleaning and packing fish. Also,
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these fisheries were responsible for extracting millions of fish, therefore
diminishing the number available to people living further upstream. These
fisheries not only fed enslaved populations, but the incredible excess of fish
allowed planters to amass more wealth in land and capital.
Several well-known Virginians established commercial fisheries on the
Potomac which they used to feed enslaved workers and provide income.
George Mason had seven fisheries, George Washington had three, and
William Fairfax established several. The best documentation of these fisheries
belonged to Washington. His father had begun fishing in order to provide for
his enslaved workers, but Washington, always the businessman, took full
advantage of the resource available to him. With ten miles of shoreline at
Mount Vernon, he had plenty of beaches for cleaning, and established
fisheries along them. Sometimes he contracted at least one of these out to
locals. Work at the fisheries often involved all enslaved workers on the
plantation, even the house servants. In fact, in 1768, Washington put the
planting on hold in order to haul in more fish. In good years, the enslaved
workers would bring in as many as three hundred shad at one time. This
resulted in an incredible number of fish. In fact, in 1771, Washington kept
75,000 fish for his slaves, sold 250,000 herring locally, and shipped 686,960
herring and shad to plantations in Jamaica. Most years, these fish would bring
in a total of 200-250 pounds sterling along with some commodities. For
comparison, it typically cost Washington 375 pounds a year to run Mount
71

Vernon. 124 By investing time into fishing, Washington managed to maintain his
plantation and avoid debt.
Early fisheries in North Carolina were established along the Chowan
River in the 1730s, but North Carolina fisheries expanded drastically after the
Revolutionary War. Between 1790 and 1860, the state’s enslaved population
tripled, increasing from roughly 100,000 to 330,000 individuals. The correlation
between an increase of enslaved workers and the expansion of fisheries is a
chicken and egg dilemma. With a burgeoning enslaved population due to
increased agricultural production, planters may have turned to the river to find
cheap food and therefore acquire the most money possible with the least
amount of monetary investment. On the other hand, they could afford to
purchase more enslaved workers by selling those fish. But it is more likely that
the one situation did not cause the other, and instead a cyclical relationship
fueled the increase and expansion of each. Whatever the specific reason,
planters did create large commercial fisheries to increase their fortunes. They
left the sheltered waters of the Chowan River and ventured to Albemarle
Sound between 1800 and 1810. 125 Following the models of fisheries in the
Chesapeake, but on a much larger scale, planters took advantage of the
highest proliferation of shad and herring in North America. The planters
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already possessed mules and oxen necessary for dragging seines and carting
fish. Their enslaved populations were already high, and they had the money to
purchase all the necessary supplies, like nets and boats. 126 This creation of
fisheries proceeded to such an extent, that a traveler in the area reported,
“There is scarcely an estate bordering on the Sound furnishing a practicable
beach where there is not a fishery established...” 127
Because only a few North Carolina planters had enough slaves to run a
fishery, they often hired local free blacks or contracted enslaved people from
inland plantations. A large, successful fishery required forty to eighty people,
aside from overseers to run. While many plantation owners might have a large
enslaved population already, they did not want to sacrifice all of those laborers
away from the fields. The fishing beaches also provided a certain amount of
freedom, which planters did not want them to experience. In fact, local hiringout contracts often specifically stated that the slave was not allowed to fish. In
early spring, river towns hosted “fishermen’s courts” where planters could
recruit laborers. The labor of whites was generally not offered there, except as
overseers. Plantation owners preferred free blacks because they could be paid
less and the general consensus was that they worked harder than whites
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did. 128 The ability to hire free blacks was unique to North Carolina which had a
large free black population, in contrast with Virginia.
The participation of blacks in large scale fisheries was not completely a
story of exploitation, for at fisherman’s courts these marginalized people could
exert a certain degree of power over the whites. Many blacks relied on the
fishing season as an important source of income for the year. They also had
the chance to choose for whom they worked. For example, John Anderson, a
shore manager from a plantation in Edenton, wrote about going to a
fisherman’s court in Winton. He hired the niece of one of his employees
named Sally Butler, but she received a higher offer from someone else, so
made a contract with them instead. Women played an important part of fishing
operations because they worked on shore gutting, cleaning, and packing fish.
Betsy Sweat, a woman who worked at a fishery, was described by a traveler
who said that “with keen-edged knife and admirable skill she whipped the
heads off the silvery herrings...” 129 Women who were particularly good at this
occupation, such as Betsy, were much respected for their work. In general,
women were notoriously hard to find, and many of them had specific places
they preferred fishing, so it was difficult to convince them to leave. 130
While commercial fisheries may have benefited free blacks by providing
an income for them in North Carolina, they ultimately helped perpetuate the
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enslavement of people throughout the Atlantic World. Within mainland
America, planters who engaged in fisheries supported slave owners in other
states by providing a cheap source of protein. By the 1730s, North Carolina
fisheries were salting and exporting small quantities of herring to plantations in
South Carolina. 131 Almost one hundred years later, according to the 1840
United States census, North Carolina produced 73,350 barrels of fish and
Virginia produced 30,315. Fish from Virginia were distributed from Baltimore
and Virginia ports to planters in the upper South, where they provided a cheap
food for planters to include in slave rations. 132
These salted fish even traveled beyond North Carolina to support
plantations in the West Indies. Alexander Brownrigg, considered the owner of
the first important commercial fishery in North Carolina, shipped salted shad
and herring to Jamaica. 133 West Indies planters relied upon imported fish and
meat, among many other products, because planters found that it was more
profitable to import products than to sacrifice laborers for acquiring food. One
of the reasons that North Carolina planters were so successful with their
fishery businesses was that prior to the establishment of fisheries, they had
created business connections in the West Indies. Consequently, they could
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export the salted fish directly from their own wharves, along with tobacco,
grain, cotton, pork, shingles, and barrel staves. 134
While the fish coming from Virginia and North Carolina did not have a
huge impact on the economy of the West Indies, the West Indies provided a
market for fisheries. Shad and herring from Virginia and North Carolina only
accounted for 10% of the American fish exported to those colonies. During
and after the American Revolution, legal American trade halted to British
islands. The British regulations after the war prohibited importation of
American fish specifically, though they had to admit flour, corn, and barrel
staves. However, fish smuggling increased dramatically between 1792 and
1794. France opened some of its West Indian ports to Americans as well, and
U.S. trade with those colonies grew quickly. 135 British islands received
herrings from Ireland. 136 Consequently, these commercial fisheries did not
make a profound difference in the survival of slavery in the West Indies. The
transaction did, however, help to perpetuate slavery in North America because
it gave planters another source of income besides agriculture.
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In return for fish, planters received both cash and a variety of slaveproduced commodities. The following list was sent to Lawrence Sanford from
George Washington, stipulating what he wished in return for his barrels of fish:
-

One Hhd of best Commn Rum.
1 Barl of very best bro: Sugar
200 Wt of Loaf refind Sugar if good & cheap
1 Pot—abt 5 lbs. preservd Green Sweetmeats.
if in Season—2 or 3 dozn Sweet Oranges[,] 1 dozn Cocoa Nuts[,] a
Few Pine Apples
And the residue of the Money, be it little or much, to be laid out in good
Spirits. 137
Similarly, Thomas Iredell, of Jamaica, writing to his nephew James Iredell in
North Carolina, listed the Jamaican exports he could exchange with his
nephew for herring. He offered sugar, molasses, rum, and coffee. 138
These products have several connections to slavery, the first being that
the fish which had been extracted and processed by slaves were being traded
for other slave-produced commodities. Enslaved workers caught fish and
preserved them using salt produced by slaves. Those fish were shipped down
to the West Indies and exchanged for commodities like sugar, molasses, and
rum, which were produced by enslaved workers. The slaves who cultivated
sugarcane and extracted molasses ate the fish the plantation owners had
received. Those fish gave them the nutrition to continue cultivating and making
those products. Commodities like rum and molasses did not always serve as
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luxury items, and were sometimes involved in the business of fishing. As
mentioned regarding slave rations, molasses oftentimes composed a part of
enslaved people’s diets. Rum also played an integral role in many fishing
operations. Plantation owners and foremen used rum and whiskey as rewards
for hard work both from slaves and from free blacks. Consequently, these
shad and herring played a role in an Atlantic cycle of slave labor.
The connections of slavery and the fisheries across the Atlantic also
extended to enslaved people’s bodies. Sometimes slaves were exchanged for
salted herring. Another letter from Thomas Iredell to James describes a man
named Spencer.
“Dear Nephew: - I have already wrote you by this conveyance, and
have determined to make trial of a run-away negro I now send you. His
name is Spencer. Dispose of him as you can; and by first opportunity
remit nett proceeds in red oak hogshead staves, and about 20 barrels
of herrings. Consider my former letter particularly as soon as you can;
and give me an account not only of such articles as I have mentioned,
but also for every other article imported from, or exported to this island.
I am told the gentleman who carries on the herring fishing is a Mr.
Brownrigg, brother to the Councillor Brownrigg of this island, with whom
I am intimately acquainted….”139
While it was not necessarily common for plantation owners in the West Indies
to sell their slaves northward, enslaved people were considered commodities,
so were traded for inanimate objects. In the case of Spencer, his body was
exchanged for fish which would sustain the bodies of the other enslaved
workers on Thomas Iredell’s plantation. He in turn would likely be purchased
by another plantation owner in North Carolina who would force him into
139
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service at the fisheries to perpetuate the sustenance of slaves in North
America.
Not only did large scale fisheries in the Chesapeake Region and
Albemarle Sound perpetuate a system of slavery, but they had detrimental
effects on the environment and on the people who needed the food. Due to
the political clout plantation owners held, they circumvented or abolished laws
developed for the protection of small-scale fishermen. They increased the
length of seine nets substantially, so as to bring in the maximum number of
fish, frequently ten to fifteen thousand animals in one haul. 140 They worked on
Sundays, which had been illegal because the extra day allowed fish time to
swim further upstream to provide food for other people and potentially
reproduce. With fisheries located in the sounds, plantation owners could build
mill dams on the rivers without worrying about impacting their own fisheries.
Sewage and the washing of dirt from cultivated plantation fields also
diminished the population because shad and herring avoid murky water. By
1896, one writer explained, “In a number of streams on the Atlantic seaboard
the fisheries have been entirely destroyed by these combined agencies, and in
most of the others the number of shad that reach the spawning areas has
been so far reduced that natural reproduction is yearly becoming less effective
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in keeping up the supply, and the necessity for artificial hatching becomes
proportionately greater.” 141
Long before the late nineteenth century, however, a huge blow had
been dealt to the small fishermen. Locals had been allowed to come to the
fisheries and acquire processed fish, but based on the number of complaints
and petitions regarding the diminished fish population, the arrangement did
not benefit everyone. By 1852 in North Carolina, small farmers could not
obtain fish themselves, but had to purchase it from large fisheries in the
Chowan River and Albemarle Sound. 142 Eventually, large fisheries also began
to feel the effects of overfishing and their hauls diminished significantly. By the
1880s, the population reached dangerously low levels, so artificial hatching
began.
It was not simply overfishing that caused the decline of the commercial
shad and herring fisheries in the Chesapeake and Albemarle Sound, but the
Civil War. In 1863, North Carolina prohibited haul seining due to the fear that
fishermen would sell to the northern army, or at least have fish confiscated by
that army. Also, many of the enslaved workers from the fisheries escaped to
the Outer Banks. 143 After the war, many fisheries did not revive, which
demonstrates the reliance they had on slave labor and a plantation economy.
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The shad and herring fisheries that lasted transitioned to mechanized
operations and pound nets or gill nets instead of seines, and sold food for
lower classes.
Virginia and North Carolina did establish successful fishing industries
during Reconstruction which were vastly different than the original fisheries. In
fact, these fisheries far outstripped the plantation fisheries in terms of
importance to the overall economies of the states. Thanks to railroads and the
ability to preserve fish in ice, it became possible to pack and export a wider
variety of species of fish. The market expanded further inland, and the fish
caught by these businesses were consumed by people from a wider array of
social positions than had shad and herring. This evolved industry provided
employment for thousands of people, including former slaves emancipated by
the war. In fact, in 1880 three quarters of the population of Carteret County
depended on fishing or oystering for a living. 144 Operations to revive declining
populations of species like shad and herring also began. To a certain extent,
the environmental damage inflicted by previous fisheries could be undone. 145
The success of later fishing operations to offer employment for
communities, and efforts to hatch fish create a glimmer of hope at the end of a
story of oppression and destruction. Shad and herring provided food and
capital for many people in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, but not

144
145

Taylor, 12-14.
Taylor, 30.
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without reliance on slave labor. Even small scale fishing operations relied on
slaves, because the salt they used in preservation came from islands where
enslaved people toiled to make the valuable commodity. Large plantation
owners, establishing themselves at the mouths of rivers, eventually inhibited
many people from catching fish. They ultimately benefitted the most from the
natural resource, because they acquired food for their enslaved population
and had plenty fish left to sell as food for enslaved people on other
plantations. Caught in huge quantities and used as part of slave rations, shad
and herring played a major role in perpetuating slavery near the Chesapeake
Bay and Albemarle Sound.
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